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Study region: Africa
Study focus: African rainfall shows significant year-to-year natural fluctuations that in part are
linked to teleconnections associated with modes of variability in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian
oceans. A better understanding of African rainfall variability and potential drivers would help to
better prepare African societies for anticipated droughts and floods by taking early precautionary
action. Here we are presenting the first continent-wide analysis of African rainfall variability on a
month-by-month and country-by-country basis. We have calculated Pearson r values for
smoothed monthly rainfall data of 49 African countries over the period 1901–2017 which we
compared to six potential climatic drivers of natural variability, namely AMO, NAO, ENSO (El
Niño Southern Oscillation), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and
solar activity changes. We allowed time lags of up to 11 months for each potential driver (66
months for solar activity).
New hydrological insights for the region: The dynamic temporal-spatial evolution of the seasonal
Pearson correlations was mapped out across the continent, tracking the gradual or abrupt
expansion, displacement and subsequent waning of the various effects over the course of the year.
Relationships are complicated by characteristic time lags, non-stationary correlations and occa
sional phase shifts. Our empirical results may help to further improve short- to midterm rainfall
prognoses in Africa and provide important calibration data for the further improvement of
climate models.

1. Introduction
African rainfall varies significantly on year-to-year to multi-decadal time-scales. In some years an over-abundance of rain causes
dangerous floods, whilst in other years the same region may suffer from drought conditions. Water forms the basis for life, as it
provides both drinking water and irrigation for agricultural food production. Water resources management and protection efforts
against hydrological natural hazards require a good understanding of natural variability of rainfall and its potential drivers. Significant
efforts have been made over the past 25 years to unravel the systematics behind African rainfall dynamics and its relation with oceanic
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modes of variability in combination with anthropogenic and other natural forcings (e.g. Nicholson, 2000, 2014). Some of the
first-order influence factors are now well known. For example, the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) normally
leads to increased rainfall in Morocco (Lamb and Peppler, 1987), the positive phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)
results in above-average rainfall in the Sahel zone (Zhang and Delworth, 2006), and La Niña (negative El Niño Southern Oscillation,
ENSO) is typically associated with drought conditions in parts of East Africa (Lott et al., 2013).
It has also been recognized that relationships between rainfall and oceanic modes of variability differ greatly from region to region
and from season to season. Different variability indices influence rainfall during different times of the year. A time-dependent, nonstationary character is symptomatic for many of the observed relations (Nicholson, 2017). Correlations that were strong over several

Fig. 1. Time Series of NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO, ENSO and Sunspots during the last 160 years. Shown are annual mean values, unsmoothed. Please
note that the unsmoothed annual values shown here serve only for illustration purposes and were not used in the correlational analysis. Examples of
monthly time series smoothed by using a Savitzky-Golay filter are shown in Figs. S7-S18.
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decades may suddenly weaken or disappear. Occasional phase reversals as well as multi-months to multi-year time lags between
climatic triggers and rainfall add further complexity.
In this contribution we are attempting to identify the most important correlations of rainfall with six potential climatic drivers of
natural variability, namely AMO, NAO, ENSO, Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and solar activity changes
(“SUN”), regionally mapped out across Africa, separately for all 12 months of the year. The trend mapping is based on lag-optimized
Pearson r values that were calculated for monthly rainfall over the period 1901–2017 for 49 African countries. The monthly analysis
has been shown to be particularly sensitive to seasonally variable influences of potential climatic drivers on rain (Laurenz et al., 2019)
and temperature (Lüdecke et al., 2020). Although not used much in the recent past, the method reaches back to Ogallo (1988) who
found monthly rainfall in East Africa highly correlated with lag zero Southern Oscillation Index (SOI).
Our empirical results may help to improve short- to midterm rainfall prognoses in Africa and provide important calibration data for
the further improvement of climate models. In many cases, simulations still struggle to replicate the observed rainfall trends (e.g.
MacKellar et al., 2014; Masih et al., 2014; Nouaceur and Murarescu, 2016; Rowell et al., 2015).
2. Hydroclimate of Africa and rainfall trends
Large parts of North Africa, southern Africa and the Horn of Africa are dominated by hot, arid desert and steppe climates (Köppen,
1918). The equatorial region of Africa has humid tropical climates, whilst parts of southern Africa are under the influence of temperate
climates. As part of the yearly monsoon cycle, the rain belt moves from West Africa and the Sahel in boreal summer to southern Africa
in austral summer. In equatorial coastal East Africa there are two rainy seasons, namely the ‘long rains’, which occur between March
and May, and the ‘short rains’, which start in September and peak in October and November. Although the daily mean rainfall during
the short rains is lower than that during the long rains, the short rains exhibit greater interannual variability (Black, 2005). There are
also two rainy seasons along the Gulf of Guinea coast (January-March and July-September). The southwestern tip of South Africa
receives rain in austral winter.
Only a few significant long-term rainfall trends are evident in Africa over the past decades and century (Nicholson et al., 2018).
West Africa and the Sahel experienced severe droughts during the 1970s and 1980s with a regime shift towards increased rainfall
around 1992 (Badou et al., 2017; Park et al., 2016). Different trends were reported from equatorial eastern Africa for the short and long
rainfall seasons (Cattani et al., 2018; Gitau et al., 2017). There are no trends in regionally aggregated rainfall in South Africa
(MacKellar et al., 2014). The African hydroclimatic variability during the last 2000 years was compiled by Nash et al. (2016). Lüning
et al. (2018) mapped out changes in African rainfall during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA, 1000–1200 AD).
3. Elements of natural rainfall variability
Africa is the second largest continent in the world and is surrounded by oceans, except for the Sinai land bridge to Asia. African
rainfall is believed to be influenced by a very complex mix of drivers associated with oceanic modes of variability of the Atlantic (NAO,
AMO), Indian Ocean (IOD) and the Pacific (PDO, ENSO) (Diatta and Fink, 2014; Mpelasoka et al., 2018; Nicholson and Kim, 1997)
(Fig. 1) as well as solar activity changes (e.g. van Loon et al., 2004). In the following sections 3.1 to 3.7 we are summarizing previously
reported relationships between rainfall and natural drivers. In addition to natural drivers, precipitation is also thought to be influenced
by anthropogenic drivers (e.g. Lott et al., 2013; Otto et al., 2018) which however are outside the scope of this contribution for reasons
of focus and length.
3.1. North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
The NAO was discovered through several studies in the late 19th and early 20th centuries (see overview in Stephenson et al., 2003)
and is based on the surface sea-level pressure difference between the subtropical Azores High and the subpolar Icelandic Low (Hurrell
et al., 2003). Boreal winter rainfall in Morocco and northwestern Algeria is negatively correlated with the NAO (Knippertz et al.,
2003a; Lamb and Peppler, 1987; Marchane et al., 2016; Taibi et al., 2017). In contrast, winter rainfall in Libya and northern Egypt has
been reported to be positively correlated with the NAO (Brandimarte et al., 2011; López-Moreno et al., 2011). On seasonal-interannual
timescales, the rainfall in northwestern Africa can be influenced by a North Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST) tripole, and the
influence may be asymmetric with respect to the sign of the SST and also seasonally dependent (Li et al., 2003). Boreal winter rainfall
in Uganda shows negative correlations with the NAO (McHugh and Rogers, 2001). The West African summer monsoon rainfall is
negatively correlated with boreal spring NAO (Li et al., 2012).
3.2. Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)
The AMO was first described by Schlesinger and Ramankutty (1994) and represents a low-frequency ocean cycle with an estimated
period of 60–80 years (Kerr, 2000). The AMO is based upon the average anomalies of SST in the North Atlantic basin between 0− 60 ◦ N
from which the long-term warming signal is removed by detrending (Trenberth and Shea, 2006). The Sahel boreal summer rain is
strongly positively correlated with the AMO (Berntell et al., 2018; Diatta and Fink, 2014; Folland et al., 1986; Martin et al., 2014;
O’Reilly et al., 2017; Shanahan et al., 2009; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Zhang et al., 2019). A negative correlation of boreal sum
mer/autumn rainfall and AMO was reported for central equatorial Africa (Diem et al., 2014). Martin and Thorncroft (2014) published
rainfall maps which show positive AMO correlations along the Atlantic coast in October-December (OND) and in East Africa in
3
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January-March (JFM). Negative AMO correlations were reported by these authors for the southeastern African Indian Ocean coastline
and Madagascar. Taye and Willems (2012) suggested a positive correlation of Ethiopian rainfall during the dry season (October-May)
with AMO.
3.3. Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)
The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is defined as the difference between the SST in the western and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean
(Saji et al., 1999). The IOD is linked to ENSO through an extension of the Walker Circulation to the west and associated Indonesian
Throughflow. The short rain season in East Africa in October to December (OND) is strongly positively correlated to the IOD (Black,
2005; Black et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2003; Liebmann et al., 2014; Marchant et al., 2007; Saji et al., 1999; Ummenhofer et al., 2009). It
is thought that the IOD alters the local Walker circulation (Tierney et al., 2013). Floods in East Africa are more frequent during the
positive phase of the IOD (Ogwang et al., 2015), whilst droughts are more common when the IOD turns negative (Lim and Hendon,
2017; Mpelasoka et al., 2018). The long rain season in East Africa in March to May (MAM) is not significantly correlated with the IOD
(Owiti et al., 2008).
A positive IOD typically boosts September-November rainfall not only in East Africa, but also in a wide corridor towards the
Angolan Atlantic coast as well as in western West Africa (Bahaga et al., 2015; Behera et al., 2005). At the same time, rainfall in Central
Africa and southeastern Africa is suggested to be reduced, pointing to the existence of IOD dipoles (Bahaga et al., 2015; Behera et al.,
2003). Positive IOD correlations have been reported in southern Africa for the austral spring-summer transition (October-December),
although the correlation is non-stationary and apparently deteriorated significantly after 1997 (Manatsa et al., 2012). In the majority
of southern Africa, peak rainfall occurs in the austral summer (December-February) whereby precipitation is influenced by a complex
interaction of IOD with ENSO (Manatsa and Mukwada, 2012; Reason, 2001). According to Hoell et al. (2017) the phase of the IOD can
disrupt or enhance the southern Africa precipitation response to ENSO, depending on whether IOD and ENSO are in the same or
opposite phases. A weakly negative correlation with IOD has been reported for the boreal summer rain in the westernmost Sahel zone
(Diatta and Fink, 2014).
3.4. Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is a long-lived El Niño-like oscillatory pattern of climate variability based on switching ocean
temperature anomalies in the northeast and tropical Pacific Ocean (Mantua et al., 1997). In the 20th century the oscillation had two
general periodicities, one from 15 to 25 years, and the other from 50 to 70 years (Mantua and Hare, 2002). Boreal summer rainfall in
Ethiopia (Taye and Willems, 2012), the Sahel (Diatta and Fink, 2014; Mohino et al., 2011; Ogou et al., 2019) and the Gulf of Guinea
coast (Diatta and Fink, 2014) is negatively correlated with the PDO.
3.5. El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a naturally occurring phenomenon in which central and eastern equatorial Pacific SST
fluctuate between two states, namely warmer (El Niño) and colder (La Niña). ENSO is attributed to have complex effects on African
rainfall that differ greatly regionally and seasonally (Kiladis and Diaz, 1989; Mason and Goddard, 2001; Nicholson and Kim, 1997;
Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987). Several authors have reported negative ENSO correlations with rainfall in Morocco, Northwest Algeria
and Tunisia (Knippertz et al., 2003b; Meddi et al., 2010; Ouachani et al., 2013; Rodó et al., 1997; Zeroual et al., 2016). However, other
studies struggled to document significant ENSO correlations in Northwest Africa (e.g. Bougara et al., 2020), probably because the
coupling between ENSO and rain has repeatedly weakened over a few decades (Knippertz et al., 2003b), and because some of the
correlations involved time lags of 2 years (Ouachani et al., 2013). According to Biasutti (2019) Sahel rain reduces during El Niño
phases. Influence of ENSO on rainfall in West Africa is complex (Dezfuli and Nicholson, 2013). The same SST pattern may enhance
rainfall in one season but reduce it in the following season (Balas et al., 2007). Discharge of the Congo River - as a comprehensive
integrator of rainfall over Central Africa - is reported to be weakly and negatively correlated with ENSO (Amarasekera et al., 1997).
Summer rainfall in Ethiopia is negatively correlated with ENSO (Abtew et al., 2009; Eltahir, 1996; Korecha and Barnston, 2007;
Segele et al., 2009; Zaroug et al., 2014), except in the easternmost part of the country and Somalia from where a positive ENSO
correlation has been reported (Funk, 2011; Hutchinson, 1992; Korecha and Barnston, 2007). Rains in East Africa are correlated both
positively (Hoell et al., 2014; Lott et al., 2013; Lyon and DeWitt, 2012) and negatively (Funk et al., 2018; Indeje et al., 2000) with
ENSO, depending on the region and season. Rainfall partly lags by 1 year (Indeje et al., 2000). The ENSO correlation of the East African
short rains in October-December (OND) is highly time-dependent over the past 140 years with an alternation of multidecade intervals
of good and poor correlations (Clark et al., 2003; Nicholson, 2015). Rainfall modulation in the region is typically dependent on both
ENSO and IOD (Hoell and Funk, 2014). Austral summer rainfall in southern Africa is negatively correlated with ENSO, interacting with
the IOD (Funk et al., 2018; Hoell et al., 2015, 2017; Kane, 2009). In contrast, austral winter rain in South Africa shows a positive ENSO
correlation (Philippon et al., 2012).
3.6. Solar activity changes
Solar correlations to African rainfall have been reported on time scales ranging from decadal to multi-centennial. The solar
Schwabe cycle (11 years) was identified in East African (Gachari et al., 2014), Central African (van Loon et al., 2004) and South African
4
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(Currie, 1993) rainfall, as well as in lake level changes in Lake Victoria (Alexander et al., 2007). The solar magnetic Hale cycle (22
years) is manifested in hydrometeorological data of South Africa (Alexander, 2005; Alexander et al., 2007). According to Mason and
Tyson (1992) the solar effect on rainfall in southern Africa is modulated by the phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO). The solar
Gleissberg cycle (90 years) was found in the Nile discharge (Ruzmaikin et al., 2006). The solar Suess-de Vries cycle (200 years) occurs
in both Nile discharge and Moroccan palaeohydroclimate (Ait Brahim et al., 2018; Ruzmaikin et al., 2006). Other multi-centennial
solar effects on Holocene rainfall were suggested for East Africa (Hennekam et al., 2014; Junginger et al., 2014; Stager et al., 2003;
Verschuren et al., 2000) and southern Africa (Heine and Völkel, 2011). Since solar activity influences most oceanic modes of vari
ability, it therefore likely contributes indirectly in a non-linear way to changes in African rainfall. A link to solar activity changes has
been reported for NAO (Helama and Holopainen, 2012; Kodera, 2002; Thiéblemont et al., 2015), AMO (Knudsen et al., 2014; Malik
et al., 2018; Muthers et al., 2016; Otterå et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017a), IOD (Kodera et al., 2007; Nugroho, 2007), PDO (Maruyama
et al., 2017; Yamakawa et al., 2016), and ENSO (Huo and Xiao, 2016; Kirov and Georgieva, 2002; Kodera, 2005; Wallace, 2019).
3.7. Volcanic activity
Haywood et al. (2013) suggested that sporadic volcanic eruptions in the Northern Hemisphere strongly influenced the Atlantic SST
gradient and caused Sahelian drought. Three of the four driest Sahelian summers between 1900–2010 were apparently preceded by
substantial Northern Hemisphere volcanic eruptions (Haywood et al., 2013).
3.8. Interdependence of drivers
The potential drivers of African precipitation are physically not fully independent. A large body of research is devoted to how and
with what time lag they interact with each other and with other atmospheric and oceanic events (Li et al., 2013; Wyatt et al., 2012).
However, such considerations are beyond the scope of this paper. In the methods section of our paper, we briefly address the question
of whether statistical intercorrelations are present that could affect the interpretation of the bivariate correlations between each
potential driver and rainfall in African countries, as analyzed in this paper.
4. Material and methods
4.1. Data
Monthly rainfall data for 49 African countries covering the period 1901–2017 were downloaded from the Climatic Research Unit
(CRU) of the University of East Anglia (dataset CRU CY v4.02 Country Averages: PRE). The monthly NAO data were sourced from the
CRU, the AMO and IOD data from NOAA, and PDO and ENSO data from the KNMI Climate Explorer. The solar activity data (SUN) is
based on Sunspot Number Version 2.0 from the Royal Observatory of Belgium in Brussels, Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Ob
servations (SILSO, Clette et al., 2015). Web addresses and dates of access are listed in Supplement chapter 2.
4.2. Statistical processing
4.2.1. Preprocessing
In order to limit the influence of outliers, we smoothed the monthly series of both the precipitation and the potential drivers using a
Savitzky-Golay Filter (SGF). The SGF is a method of filtering the data for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. The fundamental method
is mathematical convolution (Riley et al., 2006) by fitting successive subsets of close-by data points with a polynomial by the linear
least squares method (Luo et al., 2005; Savitzky and Golay, 1964). The SGF used here has a frame size of 11 and a polynomial order of
5. Please note that the simple moving average (SMA) of e.g. 3 months, which is frequently used for smoothing, was not appropriate in
our approach, as we focused on monthly time series. Fig. S19 shows a smoothed and an unsmoothed time series for comparison.
4.2.2. Effect assessment
The effect of each potential driver NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO, ENSO and SUN on the monthly precipitation in each country was assessed
with lag-optimized linear least-squares-regression. The rainfall series of each month in each country across the N = 117 years was
linearly predicted from the monthly values of the potential driver that preceded the rainfall by 0, 1, …, 11 months (i.e., lagged it by 0,
…, -11 months). Please note that "predicted" and "prediction" are used here solely in terms of the general linear model (GLM) and must
not be confused with “forecasts". The absolute maximum linear correlation |r| was recorded together with its sign (+ or -) and the
respective time lag, and served as a measure of the positive or negative impact of this potential driver in this month and country. For
SUN, the optimization ran across lags of up to -66 months, i.e. about half a Schwabe cycle.
4.2.3. Significance testing
In order to ascertain the statistical reliability of the maximized |r| values, we needed the distribution of these values under the null
hypothesis (H0), stating that for all lags, i.e. 0 to -11 for NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO, ENSO, and 0 to -66 for SUN, rainfall and potential driver
are uncorrelated. For each month and each driver, we generated 10.000 Monte Carlo (MC) rainfall series under H0 by independently
drawing N = 117 random values from a standard normal distribution (note that mean and standard deviation do not matter because
the correlation is invariant under linear transformation). The normality assumption was justified by the observation that the real
5
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monthly rainfall series across the years 1901–2017 showed almost no autocorrelation: The mean of Hurst exponents was H = 0.52, σ =
0.06, denoting nearly white noise (Kantelhardt et al., 2001). Each MC rainfall series was then subjected to the same analysis as the real
data, i.e., smoothed with the SGF and linearly correlated with the same set of lags of the driver under consideration. The maximum
absolute correlation |rMC| across the lags was recorded. For each month, each country and each driver, we rejected H0 at significance
level p < 0.05, p < 0.01 or p < 0.001, if the empirical |r| exceeded the 0.95-,0.99- or 0.999-quantile of the respective |rMC| distribution.
Note that these upper quantiles of |rMC| served as critical |r| values for maximum positive as well as negative r because the random
variable rMC is symmetrically distributed about zero. To avoid any filter artefacts, we repeated all correlation calculations and sig
nificance tests for the unsmoothed data.
Table 1 shows the range of critical |r| values obtained for all months and potential drivers, both for smoothed and unsmoothed data.
Although effect sizes were larger for the smoothed data, significance decisions turned out to be more conservative because the MCsimulated random rainfall series had to be smoothed in the same way. Thus, the original data yielded even more significant results.
Whilst the main paper is based on the smoothed data, a comparative analysis of smoothed and unsmoothed data can be found in the
Supplement (Table S7, Figs. S19, S20).
4.2.4. Alternative significance testing
The MC method requires specifying a distribution from which N random values are drawn in each run. Due to the lack of auto
correlation, we assumed normality. However, some empirical rainfall distributions were markedly skewed, e.g. for Ethiopia in
February. To validate our MC significance tests, we carried out a bootstrapping test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) for 11 exemplary
cases. From these, only 4 were found significant (p < 0.05) with the MC method but 9 with the bootstrap method. In particular, every
MC significance was confirmed by bootstrap but not vice versa. We are therefore confident that the normality assumption in our MC
simulations has not systematically inflated the false-positive rate, but rather resulted in too conservative decisions.
4.2.5. Multiple tests
With 12 months, 49 countries and 6 potential drivers, i.e. altogether 3528 significance tests at a local significance level of p < 0.05,
0.05, or 0.001, we are well aware that probably a certain amount of false positives are among our results. The only remedy would be to
lower the individual significance level so much that the probability of even a single false positive was less than 5%, or that the rate of
false positives was limited. However, all available correction routines for multiple tests inflate the false negative rate, and this even
more the stronger the tests are interdependent (McDonald, 2014: 257–261). In the present research, not only tests for consecutive
months but also for neighbouring countries are highly interdependent. The false-positive rate is therefore likely to be much lower than
the local significance level multiplied with the number of tests, and the false-negative rate would increase excessively if corrected.
Since this is a continent-wide exploratory, hypothesis-generating study, we decided against a correction and would like to emphasize,
as a precaution, that the present results will require detailed confirmation in future research
4.2.6. Interdependence of drivers
The six potential drivers considered here are not fully independent. For every rainfall series, we computed a 6 × 6 – correlation
matrix of the six drivers, each with the lag that was found to optimize the linear prediction (correlation) of the rainfall in the respective
country and month. With 49 countries x 12 months, we obtained 588 unsmoothed and 588 smoothed correlation matrices. Correla
tions were mostly spurious. In some cases, however, substantial linear relationships between drivers could be observed, in particular in
cases in which more than one driver significantly predicted the rainfall. Exemplary correlation matrices are shown in the Supplement
Tables S14-S17. However, in none of the cases a significant r value between the rainfall series and a driver was exceeded by an r value
between two drivers.
Statistical intercorrelations between drivers do not question the interpretation of the bivariate correlations between drivers and
rainfall, as mapped out and discussed in the present paper. Notably, we do not interpret our r values as indicators of direct causal
physical effects. However, they do point to relationships that are practically relevant for forecasting rainfall and theoretically worth
further physical analysis. Mediating, moderating, and suppressing effects need to be investigated in future work so that more complex
models can be built. However, this is beyond the scope of the present paper.

Table 1
Range of the 0.95-, 0.99-, 0.999-quantiles of the |rMC| distributions simulated under H0, separately for monthly series smoothed with the SGF and
without (see text). Please note that the intervals in this table serve only as an overview. For significance testing, the individual quantiles obtained for
each driver and month were used as critical |r | values, as listed in Table S13.
quantile of simulated distribution of |rMC |
(significance level)

NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO, ENSO
SUN

with SGF
without SGF
with SGF
without SGF

0.95 (p < 0.05)

0.99 (p < 0.01)

0.999 (p < 0.001)

0.354¡0.400
0.229− 0.265
0.403¡0.413
0.266− 0.273

0.424¡0.473
0.275− 0.307
0.475¡0.487
0.312− 0.320

0.500¡0.560
0.326− 0.376
0.547¡0.567
0.357− 0.382
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4.3. Visualization of results
The Tables S1− S6 in the Supplement show all 3528 lag-optimized linear correlation coefficients r together with the respective lag
information calculated for the six potential rainfall drivers in 49 countries and 12 months of the year. All |r | values exceeding the p <
0.05 significance level for the respective driver and month are highlighted in red (positive r) or blue colour (negative r). Even though
Table 1 provides only the interval in which the individually obtained critical r values for the 6 drivers and 12 months lie, it can be used
to evaluate which correlations exceed a more rigorous significance level (p < 0.01 oder p < 0.001): With the upper bounds of the
critical r-intervals given in Table 1, one is on the safe side for all countries and months. A detailed list of the critical r values for all
potential drivers and months is provided in the Supplement (Table S8).
The r values were regionally mapped out using a colour-coded approach of five different numerical ranges. The colour code is based
on absolute r values and not on statistical significance in order to allow comparison of effect sizes not only across countries and drivers
but also with the literature. Please note that the first category (yellow, denoting |r | values between 0.30− 0.39), does not ensure
statistical significance. It has been included in the maps since these r values at least contain the possibility of a relationship (marginal
statistical significance with p ≈ 0.10) and could thus be interesting for further research. For the same reason, the maps not only show
the maximum absolute |r | for each country, each month and each driver, as specified above, but also separately the most positive (left
side) and the most negative r (right side). The resulting 144 maps (Figs. S1-S6, example in Fig. 2) are grouped into 24 panels that
consist of 6 maps each, allowing direct visual comparison of best positive and negative r values for a given potential rainfall driver (e.g.
NAO) within a season. The maps also contain lag information for the best correlations.
Key regional correlation patterns of at least moderate effect size (|r| ≥ 0.40) were captured in simplified form on results maps that
inventorize the most important relationships between rainfall and potential drivers in a differentiated manner for all 12 months
(Fig. 3). Countries with |r| values of 0.50 or better (large effect size) were shaded in the colour of their respective potential driver (NAO
blue, AMO green, IOD orange, ENSO red, PDO purple, solar activity yellow/black). The phase relationship with rainfall is indicated as
a polarity sign, e.g. NAO+ or NAO-, meaning positive or negative correlation with rainfall, respectively. Comparative time series are
shown in Figs. 4 and S7− 18.
In addition, some second-order relationships were explored through cross wavelets. One example for each potential driver is
depicted in Fig. 5. Wavelet transforms time series into time frequency space and can therefore find localized intermittent periodicities
(Grinsted et al., 2004). A colour code is generated that highlights not only the best agreement (=correlation) of the oscillating pattern
of the rainfall and the driver but also the main frequencies of this common oscillation which can be variable along the years
1901–2017. The relative phase relationship is shown as arrows (with same-phase pointing right, anti-phase pointing left). From such
intermittently synchronous and significant frequencies, conclusions might be drawn about a possible common cause modulating the
correlation between potential driver and rain.

Fig. 2. Most positive (left column) and most negative (right column) correlation coefficients for January rainfall (1901-2017) of 49 African
countries compared to NAO. Pearson r values and lags (in months) are from Supplement Table S2. Maps for all other months and potential climate
drivers are illustrated in Supplement Figures S1-S6. Note that the yellow colour only indicates a possible effect of the potential driver since the
associated r-values are only marginally statistically reliable.
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Fig. 3. Monthly maps showing regions in which rainfall correlates with oceanic modes of variability or with solar activity changes for r values ≥
0.40 and ≤ -0.40. Positive and negative correlations with rainfall are shown (e.g. NAO+ and NAO-). Shading highlights countries in which cor
relations are particularly good (≥ 0.50 and ≤ -0.50). Modes of variability and solar activity changes are colour-coded: NAO = blue, AMO = green,
IOD = orange, ENSO = red, PDO = purple, solar activity = black outlines and yellow fill pattern. Detailed correlation maps and statistical results
tables are in Figs. S1-S6 and Tabs. S2, S4, S6, S8, S10, S12.
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Fig. 3. (continued).
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Fig. 3. (continued).

5. Results
In the following we are summarizing all correlations with an effect size of at least |r| ≥ 0.40 (moderate effect) which are mostly
statistically significant, although a small percentage might also be false positives due to multiple testing (see above). The results are
sorted by season and respective driver. Statistical results are listed in Supplement Tables S2, S4, S6, S8, S10 and S12 which are mapped
out in Supplement Figs. S1-S6. Highgraded correlations are schematically shown in Fig. 3.
5.1. Boreal winter – austral summer (December–February)
5.1.1. NAO
Rainfall in Morocco shows a strongly negative correlation with the NAO (NAO-) throughout the boreal winter season without time
10
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Fig. 4. Six time series illustrating the correlation of African rainfall with NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO, ENSO and solar activity changes. mo = month
(January = 1, December = 12), r = Pearson correlation coefficient, lag is given in months (-1 means that potential driver precedes rainfall by 1
month). Detailed correlation maps in Figs. S1-S6, full statistical results are in tables S2, S4, S6, S8, S10, S12.

lag (Figs. 2,3, S7, S13, Table S2). Dipoles form in December with the western Sahel (Mali, Burkina Faso), in January with Libya and
Egypt (Fig. 2), and in February with Tunisia, where rainfall is positively correlated with the NAO (NAO+) (Figs. 3, S7, S13). Notably,
the western Sahel best positive correlations require a lag of 7 months (“lag -7”) between NAO and rainfall (e.g. Guinea, Fig. S13),
Tunisia has a lag of -3, whilst no lag is observed in the correlations of Libya and Egypt (Fig. S1, Tab. S2). A moderate NAO dipole occurs
in southern Africa in December with NAO- correlations in Botswana/Zimbabwe (lag -9, Tab. S2, Fig. S13) and NAO+ to the east in
Mozambique (lag -2) (Figs. 3, Tab. S2). The southern African NAO dipole disappears in January and is replaced by patchy NAOcorrelations in Angola (lag -2), South Africa (lag -9), Madagascar (lag -4), northern East Africa (without lag, e.g. Uganda in Figs. S7,
S13), and Ghana (lag -10). NAO- effects are absent in most regions in Africa in February, except for some countries in West and
Northwest Africa (Ghana, lag -11; Niger, lag -8; Senegal, lag 0) (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5. Cross wavelet transforms in time-frequency space according to Grinsted et al. (2004) of six correlation examples conducted for the month
and country with the strongest correlation with the respective rainfall time series: AMO (Chad August rain), ENSO (Equatorial Guinea, October
rain), NAO (Libya, January rain), IOD (Kenya, October rain), PDO (Cameroon, September rain), and solar activity (Ethiopia, February rain). The
power spectrum is indicated by the colour code at the right. The 5% significance level against red noise is shown as a thick contour. The relative
phase relationship is shown as arrows (with in-phase pointing right, anti-phase pointing left).

5.1.2. AMO
A moderate AMO+ correlation occurs in December along the Central African Atlantic coast from Angola to Gabon (Figs. 3, S8).
Only scattered local AMO rainfall effects were recorded for the subsequent two winter months, namely AMO+ in Zambia in January
(lag -9), Ghana in January (lag -10), AMO- in Egypt in January (lag 0), and AMO- in Tunisia in February (lag -9) (Figs. S8, S14).
5.1.3. IOD
Various regions in Africa show strong to moderate IOD- correlations in winter, most significantly developed along the Gulf of
Guinea coast (December-January, lags -2 to -8; Fig. S9) and in Sudan (February, lag -3; Figs. S9, S15). More moderate IOD- correlations
in December occur in Uganda, South Sudan and Algeria in December (all with lags around -7), and in Zambia in February (lag -3).
5.1.4. PDO
Strong PDO- correlations are registered in Gabon during January (lag -6, Figs. S10, S16, Tab. S8), whilst more moderate PDOeffects influence rainfall in West Africa in December (lags 0 to -9; Fig. S10) and February (lags -9 to -11). Local PDO- correlations occur
in Botswana (lag 0) in January whilst a PDO+ correlation is typically present in South Sudan in February (lag -3).
5.1.5. ENSO
Moderate ENSO- correlations occur during December in South Africa and Lesotho (both lag -6; Figs. S11, S17), as well as in Central
Africa with best matches achieved in R Congo (lag -9) (Tab. S10). No major ENSO effects on African rainfall are registered in January
and February.
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5.1.6. SUN
December rainfall in large parts of Central Africa is moderately correlated with solar activity changes (DR Congo: r=-0.45, lag -34).
Particularly good correlations are registered 1930–1995 (Figs. S12, S18). In January, a moderate correlation occurs in Ethopia and
Kenya, whereby the Ethiopian correlation subsequently strengthens greatly during February (r=-0.52, lag -52). Here, excellent syn
chronicity between solar activity and rainfall exists for more than half a century during the period 1930–1995 (Figs. 4, S12). Inter
estingly, solar amplitudes are even reflected proportionally in the rainfall record when exploratively considering longer lags of up to
-120 (Fig. S12). As typical for good solar correlations, the r coefficient changes polarity when the lag is increased or decreased by half
of a Schwabe cycle (Fig. S21). February rain in large parts of Northwest Africa is moderately correlated with solar activity (e.g.
Morocco, r=-0.41, lag -15; Fig. S12). February rain in Botswana (lag -38) shows a positive solar correlation 1900–1930 and an anticorrelation 1930–2015 (Fig. S12).
5.2. Boreal spring – austral autumn (March–May)
5.2.1. NAO
In March, Morocco loses its NAO- correlation that is so prominent in autumn and winter. The moderate NAO- correlations observed
in West Africa in February further intensify in March when the entire Gulf of Guinea coastal countries and the eastward extension up to
the Central African Republic are under NAO- influence. The best correlation is observed in Sierra Leone (r=-0.60, lag = 0; Figs. S7,
S13). Significant negative NAO correlations are absent in Africa in April (except for NAO- in Uganda) but return to a moderate extent to
some of the countries in May (Liberia, Ghana; Tab. S2). Moderate positive NAO+ correlations occur in May in a central African area
reaching from R Congo to Zambia, possibly indicating some sort of NAO dipole axis in the Nigeria/Cameroon region (Figs. 3, S1, S7).
5.2.2. AMO
March rainfall in North Africa (except for Morocco) and Sudan is correlated negatively with the AMO. The best correlation is
achieved in Egypt (r=-0.59, lag = 0; Fig. S8). Positive AMO correlations occur in the Congo Basin (R Congo, DR Congo; lag -2 and -1
respectively) suggesting an AMO dipole axis in South Sudan. AMO influence weakens significantly in April when only Egypt (lag 0)
remains and Burundi (lag -6) newly gets under AMO- influence (Tab. S2). In May, Burundi switches to a weak AMO+ correlation, with
best values registered in neighbouring Rwanda (r=+0.41, lag -4). Significant AMO- correlations now occur in southeastern Africa,
mainly Zimbabwe (r=-0.49, lag -10) and Mozambique (r=-0.47, lag 0, Fig. S14).
5.2.3. IOD
Rainfall in various areas in Africa is negatively correlated with the IOD during spring. In March, the effect exists in regions
stretching from the Congo Basin to Sudan, from Benin to Niger and from Cote d’Ivoire to Liberia. In April, IOD- influence occurs in a
large southeast-northwest-trending belt reaching from Tanzania (lag 0) to Togo (lag -11) as well as in Lesotho and Morocco, whilst in
May it exists in Cote d’Ivoire-Burkina Faso (lag -8 to -9) (Fig. S3, Tab. S6). In contrast, rainfall in Ethiopia is positively correlated with
the IOD. The best correlation is achieved in nearby Djibouti (r=+0.52, lag=-10).
5.2.4. PDO
Rainfall in several African regions is linked negatively with the PDO with particularly strong correlations in Northwest Africa
(April, Figs. S10, S16) and Mozambique (May). More moderate PDO- correlations occur along the Atlantic coast of central and southern
Africa (March), in Guinea (March), Angola (April), Gabon (May), and Libya (May). In contrast, May rainfall in Eastern Africa is
positively correlated with the PDO, forming a dipole with the negative correlations in Mozambique (Fig. S10).
5.2.5. ENSO
March rainfall in parts of southwestern Africa (Namibia, Angola, Zambia) is negatively correlated with ENSO (Figs. S11, S17). No
ENSO effects are registered in April, whilst in May an ENSO dipole occurs in the central part of Africa with ENSO+ in Cameroon
(Figs. S11, S17) and ENSO- in DR Congo.
5.2.6. SUN
March rainfall in Somalia shows an anticorrelation during 1910–1930 and a positive correlation during 1930–1995. In the latter
interval, a lag of -120 results in a good match of relative amplitudes in both rainfall and solar activity (Fig. S12). No solar correlations
with African rainfall were found during April. In May, moderate solar correlations occur in western West Africa, where correlations are
mostly weak but are improving to moderate in Liberia (r=+0.40, lag -23). Good synchronicity is achieved since 1930 (Fig. S12).
5.3. Boreal summer – austral winter (June-August)
5.3.1. NAO
June is characterized by a strong NAO+ correlation in Chad (r=+0.54, lag=-9) and moderate to weak NAO+ influence on rain in
southwestern Africa (South Africa to Malawi) (Figs. 3, S1, S7, S13). During July, the NAO+ region (lag -10) enlarges from Chad
southwards to Angola, with the strongest correlations achieved in the Central African Republic (r = 0.57; Fig. S13). A NAO- correlation
is registered in Algeria (r=-0.44, lag -1), forming a NAO dipole with Chad. During July and August a NAO- correlation in South Africa
gradually turns into a NAO+ relationship. Apart from South Africa, there are no other regions with NAO influence on rainfall in
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August.
5.3.2. AMO
Large parts of the Sahel zone countries are under AMO+ influence during the summer months (Fig. S2, Tab. S4). The zone of
correlation is still small in June (Niger-Nigeria, lag -2) but gradually enlarges during July (belt reaching from Burkina Faso to Sudan,
lags -6 to -8), leading to strongly positive correlations in August with an area comprising all Sahel countries (lags -7 to -9, Figs. 4, S8)
and best r values in the central and western part (e.g. Chad, Niger with r ≥ 0.60; Fig. S14). In June, a strong AMO+ correlation occurs in
Botswana (Fig. S8), extending with more moderate r values into Zimbabwe. A moderate AMO- correlation is registered in July in
Tanzania.
5.3.3. IOD
In June, all of NW Africa is influenced by IOD- (Figs. 3, S9, S15). This changes in July and August, when the northern part of the
region shows IOD+ correlations (Morocco in July, Algeria and Tunisia in August; Fig. S9) whilst some countries in southern NW Africa
remain negatively correlated with IOD (Mali in July, Senegal to Guinea in August; Fig. S3), establishing an IOD dipole during those
months. Djibouti shows a strong IOD+ correlation in June (r = 0.60, lag=-6; Fig. S15), similar as already in May. IOD- influence occurs
in Tanzania in July.
5.3.4. PDO
The PDO plays no role for African rainfall in June. Negative PDO correlations establish along parts of the West African Atlantic
coast and in Ethiopia in July. In August, the PDO- zone enlarges across the entire Sahel except for the Atlantic coast which is now
dominated by IOD- (Fig. 3). Only in Liberia August rain is positively correlated with the PDO (Fig. S16).
5.3.5. ENSO
There is no major ENSO influence on African rainfall in June (Tab. S10). Negative ENSO correlations, however, occur during the
other two summer months, namely in DR Congo-Angola (Fig. S11) and Burkina Faso (both July) as well as in Kenya-Uganda (August,
Figs. S11, S17).
5.3.6. SUN
Good and moderate correlations between solar activity and summer rainfall occur in various places across Africa. The best r values
are registered in East Africa in June (Kenya r=-0.55, lag=-33; Burundi r=-0.52, lag -21; Fig. S18) and in Botswana in July (r = 0.51, lag
-31) (Figs. S12, S18). Burundi shows a good anticorrelation throughout the last 120 years. In Botswana, an anticorrelation 1920–1930
switches to a good positive correlation 1930–1995 in which respective amplitudes of solar activity are reflected in the rain fall record
(Fig. S12).
5.4. Boreal autumn – austral spring (September-November)
5.4.1. NAO
Rainfall in NW Africa is negatively correlated with the NAO during the boreal autumn months, similar as in winter (Figs. 3,4, S7,
S13, Tab. S2). The NAO- correlation initially extends over most of NW Africa, but is reduced to Morocco during October where the
linkage further intensifies in November. Several dipoles are developed during this season, namely in Gabon (NAO-) vs. R. Congo
(NAO+) in September, and in Libya (NAO+) vs. Morocco and Chad (both NAO-) in October. Moderate correlations are observed in
Ethiopia (NAO+ in September), Ghana (NAO- in October), Uganda (NAO+ in October), and Zambia (NAO- in November, Fig. S7).
5.4.2. AMO
Moderate to strong AMO correlations occur in both September and October (lags mostly -8 to -9), but not in November. September
rain is positively correlated to AMO in a belt stretching from Burkina Faso to the Central African Republic (Figs. 3, S8; Tab. S4). This
belt disintegrates in October, when AMO+ correlations are restricted to some Gulf of Guinea coastal countries and the Central African
Republic. Rainfall in Libya and Madagascar (Fig. S8) is negatively correlated with the AMO in October.
5.4.3. IOD
For September, patchy negative IOD correlations are registered in Guinea/Sierra Leone, Malawi and South Africa/Lesotho (Figs. S9,
S15; Tab. S6). Rainfall in Kenya and Uganda, however, is positively correlated with the IOD. The East African IOD+ correlation further
expands and intensifies in October when strong correlations occur in Tanzania (Fig. S4), Kenya and Uganda (Fig. S15). The zone of
IOD+ influence reaches up to Ethiopia where moderate r values are seen (lags 0 to -3). Another region with IOD+ correlations in
October occurs in a belt reaching from Gabon to the Central African Republic (lag -8) (Fig. S3). A large-scale IOD dipole is developed in
Africa in November. The majority of West Africa is under IOD- influence, whilst rain in Central and East Africa are positively correlated
with the IOD (Figs. 3, S15).
5.4.4. PDO
Rainfall is negatively correlated with the PDO in large parts of Africa during boreal autumn / austral spring. In September, this belt
covers most of West Africa and reaches eastwards into Uganda. Best PDO- correlations occur in Nigeria, Cameroon (r = -0.59, Figs. 4,
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S16), and the Central African Republic (all with lag 0). The belt disintegrates in October when such correlations are restricted to
Ghana-Togo-Benin, Equatorial Guinea-Gabon-Cameroon (Fig. S10) and South Sudan. In November, the PDO- belt moves south and
covers a wide swath from Gabon to Madagascar across the northern part of southern Africa (Figs. 3, S10, S16; Tab. S8).
5.4.5. ENSO
ENSO influence on African rainfall is restricted to two regions during this season. In September, moderate ENSO- correlations occur
in a belt from the Central African Republic to Kenya. Strongly negative correlations of rainfall with ENSO were registered for October
in Gabon (Fig. S17) and Equatorial Guinea (Figs. 4, S11, S17). All lags are small (0 to -3).
5.4.6. SUN
Solar activity shows moderate correlations with austral spring rainfall in several southern and eastern African countries. September
rainfall in Namibia shows a good positive correlation with solar activity during the interval 1955–1985 when even relative amplitudes
of both parameters match (lag -105; Fig. S12). The sun keeps influencing rainfall in Namibia in the subsequent month of October with
particularly good synchronicity 1930–1995 (lag -53) (Fig. S12). Other countries with a solar signal in their rainfall are Eritrea
(October, good negative correlation 1960–2005, lag -46), Zimbabwe (October, good correlation 1930–1985, lag -12), and South Africa
(November, good correlation 1950–1980, lag -66) (Fig. S12).
The exploratory cross-wavelet transform for the SUN shows that over the entire time series there is significant common power in the
frequency band corresponding to a period of about 10–12 years, which is the length of the Schwabe cycle (Fig. 5). For every other
potential driver NAO, AMO, IOD, PDO and ENSO, there is also significant common power in this frequency range, however not
continuously but intermittently. For example, the IOD correlation between October rain in Kenia (middle right panel) computed across
the entire time series was r = 0.55 (lag -1). However, the wavelet transform reveals that in the time window between 1940–1980 both
time series oscillate with a common period of roughly 8 years, whereas between 1940–1960 there is a second significant frequency
band corresponding to a period of about 14 years. Similar patterns were obtained for the other potential drivers.
6. Discussion
The lag-optimized correlation analysis demonstrates that African rainfall is correlated with a diverse set of potential drivers
characterized by a clear seasonal month-by-month evolution and complex lag relationships. In the following we are discussing some of
the key correlation patterns that were identified in our lag-optimizing cross correlation analysis, and compare them to previously
reported findings.
6.1. NAO
We confirmed that boreal autumn and winter rainfall in Morocco is strongly negatively correlated with the NAO (Fig. 3), because a
negative NAO diverts the moisture-laden westerly winds southwards to Iberia and northwest Africa (Knippertz et al., 2003a). The
effect fades away in March, as also confirmed by Marchane et al. (2016), because the phase relationship between NAO and rainfall
becomes more unstable over time. Whilst March is still dominated by a weak negative correlation (r=-0.38, lag 0), April rain in
Morocco shows multidecadal intervals with both negative and positive NAO correlations (Knippertz et al., 2003b; Turki et al., 2016)
(Fig. S7). The non-stationary relationship with repeated phase reversals results in an apparent overall non-correlation of April rain,
when considering the last 117 years.
We further found positive NAO correlations in central and eastern North Africa, namely Tunisia/Libya (October), Libya/Egypt
(January) and Tunisia (February) (Fig. 3). This North African west-east NAO rainfall dipole matches with previous analyses of modern
precipitation data (Brandimarte et al., 2011; López-Moreno et al., 2011), and is also known from palaeoclimatic studies covering
multicentennial timescales (Nieto-Moreno et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2012; Sánchez-López et al., 2016). The dipole axis is located
within Algeria, whereby winter rainfall in northwestern Algeria is still negatively correlated with NAO, whereas the northeastern part
of the country does not show systematic NAO influence (Taibi et al., 2017).
Linderholm et al. (2009) suggested a negative NAO correlation of Sahel rainfall in July and August, which however we could not
fully replicate in our analysis, possibly due to mismatches in Sahel rainfall datasets (Berntell et al., 2018). An exception is Algerian
rainfall in July, which is dominated by the Sahel rain in southernmost Algeria. Here we found a negative NAO correlation, in line with
the findings of Linderholm et al. (2009).
A strongly positive NAO correlation occurs in June in Chad. In the subsequent month of July the correlation weakens a bit in Chad
but expands greatly southward to form a 4000 km long belt reaching to Angola, with a particulary well developed NAO+ correlation in
the Central African Republic (Fig. 3). A strong NAO+ correlation also occurs in December in Mali and Burkina Faso, forming a dipole
with a pronounced NAO- correlation in Morocco (Fig. 3).
During March, rainfall in a 4000 km long west-east belt stretching from Guinea to the Central African Republic correlates nega
tively with the NAO. This partly matches with the findings of Li et al. (2012) who suggested that the West African summer monsoon is
negatively correlated with boreal spring NAO. However, we identified a more direct linkage of March NAO with March rain, without
involving major time lags (Fig. 3, S7, Table S2). The reason for the discrepancy may be the shorter time interval studied by Li et al.
(2012), i.e. 1979–2010 vs. our time interval of 1901–2017, potentially involving non-stationary correlation effects.
The strongest apparent influence of NAO on East African rainfall occurs in January when a negative correlation is registered over
the entire northern part of the region. A similar relation was already previously reported by McHugh and Rogers (2001) and Mpelasoka
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et al. (2018). Uganda shows the greatest r values for January in our analysis, with a more moderate correlation for the long rains in
April (Fig. S7). In contrast, some of the boreal autumn rains in the region correlate positively with NAO, as evidenced in Ethiopia
(September) and Uganda (October), highlighting the need for detailed seasonal differentiation in rainfall and drought analyses. This is
also further illustrated by the austral winter rain in South Africa that is initially correlated positively with NAO in June, but changes
into a negative correlation by August (Fig. S1). Further differentiation of South African rainfall trends on a province-level would be
necessary to better understand regional details.
6.2. AMO
Among the most prominent and best studied relationships is the positive AMO correlation with summer Sahel rain (e.g. Folland
et al., 1986; O’Reilly et al., 2017; Shanahan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2019) which our analysis fully agrees with. The correlation slowly
begins to form in June, expands over the entire Sahel in July and peaks in intensity in August (Fig. 3). It still covers a large area in
September, although less intense, and begins to regionally disintegrate in October (Fig. 3). The best positive correlation of AMO and
Sahel rainfall has a time lag of about 7 months (Fig. S2). Comparison of rain and AMO without lag (instantaneous correlation) yields
significantly poorer correlations. In addition, non-stationary effects occur, as correlations in the first half of the 20th century were
partly negative or absent (Diatta and Fink, 2014) (Fig. S8). Notably, a variety of different Sahel rain datasets exist which partly conflict
with each other (Berntell et al., 2018). Many simulation studies still fail to fully replicate the scale of the relationship between Sahel
rain and AMO (Knight et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2014).
Some authors have reported an equatorial belt to the south of the Sahel with regions of summer/autumn negative AMO correlations
(Diem et al., 2014; O’Reilly et al., 2017; Ogou et al., 2019; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Zhang et al., 2019), which could not be detected
by our analysis, possibly due to weaker correlation intensities and limited areal extent. It may also be a result of non-stationary
correlations. According to Losada et al. (2012) an anti-correlation between rainfall anomalies in the Sahel and the Gulf of Guinea
coast existed before the 1970’s forming a dipole (negative AMO correlation e.g. in Equatorial Guinea in August, Fig. S2). However, the
dipole pattern almost disappeared after that date (Losada et al., 2012).
Our study identified positive AMO correlations in Central Africa during two months, namely in the greater Congo Basin in March
and along the Atlantic coast from Gabon to Angola in December (Fig. 3). October rainfall in Madagascar is characterized by a negative
AMO correlation. Similar correlations were already reported by Martin and Thorncroft (2014). Taye and Willems (2012) reported a
strong positive correlation in the Ethiopian Blue Nile basin of October-February rainfall with AMO. We could not detect this correlation
in our study probably because the Blue Nile basin is located in the northwestern part of the country and rainfall in other parts of
Ethiopia may have different relationships with AMO. Based on countrywide data, we only found a weakly positive AMO correlation in
December (Fig. S2). The importance of high-resolution seasonal differentiation is underlined by the rainfall anomalies in Zimbabwe.
Whilst rain is negatively correlated with AMO in May, the correlation turns positive in June. The AMO- area in May extends eastwards
into Mozambique, the AMO+ area in June extends westwards, with a strongly positive AMO correlation in Botswana (Fig. S8). Our
results newly suggest AMO relationships in March, characterized by a negative correlation in North Africa and Sudan, and a positive
one in the Congo basin, resulting in a dipole axis in South Sudan.
6.3. IOD
The IOD plays a major role for African rainfall during most months of the year. The best known and most pronounced influence
occurs during the short rain season in East Africa in September to November when rainfall is strongly positively correlated to the IOD
(e.g. Black, 2005; Marchant et al., 2007; Saji et al., 1999). In our analysis the effect initially appears in Kenya-Uganda in September
with moderate correlation strength, and subsequently intensifies and expands north- and southwards in October. By November, most
of East and Central Africa are positively correlated with IOD (Bahaga et al., 2015; Behera et al., 2005), with a strong core area along the
Uganda-Tanzania axis (Fig. 3). During that month a major IOD rainfall dipole forms with West Africa which is negatively correlated
with the IOD (Bahaga et al., 2015; Diatta and Fink, 2014). The typical IOD+ correlation occasionally flips to IOD- as seen in an October
time series for Tanzania where such inversions occurred in the 1920s and 1980s (Clark et al., 2003; Owiti et al., 2008) (Fig. S9). The
effect could be due to an interference with the solar activity signal that in the same country and month shows significant correlation
with rainfall (r=+0.40, lag -34) (Figs. 3, S6). Also other authors report non-stationary IOD correlations of various kinds with the East
African short rains (Manatsa and Behera, 2013).
Strong and/or widespread negative IOD correlations also occur in Sudan in February, in March and April in various places in the
interior of Africa, in June in large parts of West and Northwest Africa (Diatta and Fink, 2014), and in December along the Gulf of
Guinea coast (Fig. 3). IOD rainfall dipoles occur in Northwest and West Africa during July and August (Bahaga et al., 2015; Behera
et al., 2003) (Fig. 3). In South Africa, the only month with IOD influence is September when rainfall shows an overall moderate
negative correlation with IOD (Behera et al., 2003), although the correlation is very much non-stationary when inspecting the time
series in detail (Fig. S9) (Manatsa et al., 2012). In the same month, an IOD- correlation also occurs in Malawi, forming a potential
dipole with the IOD + correlation observed in northern East Africa (Bahaga et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015) (Fig. 3). Rainfall in
southern Africa during January and February does not yield any moderate or strong correlations with IOD over the past 115 years.
However, visual analysis of the January and February time series of South Africa and Lesotho show that positive and negative cor
relations alternated on a decadal to multi-decadal basis (Fig. S9), highlighting significant non-stationary IOD relationships (Manatsa
et al., 2012), most likely as a response to ENSO interaction (Manatsa and Mukwada, 2012). Cross wavelet analyses as explored in Fig. 5
could capture this effect.
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6.4. PDO
The PDO correlates with African rainfall somewhere on the continent in all months of the year, except in June. In most cases rainfall
is negatively correlated with the PDO. During the period July-October, rainfall in the Sahel and sub-Saharan northern equatorial belt is
correlated to both AMO and PDO, whereby their respective regions of correlation are partly overlapping or adjacent to each other
(Diatta and Fink, 2014; Mohino et al., 2011; Mpelasoka et al., 2018; Ogou et al., 2019; Taye and Willems, 2012) (Fig. 3). Negative PDO
correlations occur in western Central Africa repeatedly over the year, namely in January, March, October and November, whilst they
are recorded in Northwest Africa during April and December (Fig. 3). Positive PDO correlations exist only in East Africa in February
and May. During May, a dipole forms with Mozambique where rainfall is strongly negatively correlated with the PDO. In November the
negative IOD correlation extends from Gabon across the entire continent to Madagascar where the relation is the strongest.
6.5. ENSO
We found negative ENSO correlations with African rainfall occurring in March (Southwest Africa), May (Congo Basin), July
(Central Africa), August and September (northern East Africa), October (Gabon, Equatorial Guinea) and December (South Africa,
Lesotho and R. Congo). The only significant positive ENSO correlation is recorded in May in Cameroon which forms a dipole with the
negative ENSO correlation in DR Congo (Fig. 3). The ENSO relationship to seasonal East African rainfall is a well-known general
feature (e.g. Fer et al., 2017; Funk et al., 2018; Hoell et al., 2014; Indeje et al., 2000; Kiladis and Diaz, 1989; Ropelewski and Halpert,
1987; Williams and Funk, 2011).
Nevertheless, the occasional link-up of droughts and La Niña conditions in parts of East Africa (i.e. a positive ENSO correlation)
(Lott et al., 2013; Lyon and DeWitt, 2012) was not detected in our study as a longterm anomaly over the past 117 years of data. The
reason may be because the ENSO correlation of the East African short rains in September-November is highly time-dependent over the
past 140 years with an alternation of multidecadal intervals of good and poor correlations (Clark et al., 2003; Nicholson, 2015).
Furthermore, rainfall modulation in the region is believed to be dependent on both ENSO and IOD (Black et al., 2003; Hoell and Funk,
2014; Mpelasoka et al., 2018), and the IOD signal appears in our study very prominently in the East African short rain season,
overshadowing the ENSO contribution (Fig. 3).
A negative ENSO correlation with summer rainfall in Ethiopia has been widely reported (e.g. Korecha and Barnston, 2007; Zaroug
et al., 2014) but only weakly negative correlations in August were found in our study (Fig. S5, Table S10). This is most probably
because the easternmost part of Ethiopia is known to correlate positively with ENSO (e.g. Funk, 2011; Korecha and Barnston, 2007),
resulting in a heterogeneous overall ENSO response in Ethiopia on a country-wide scale (Korecha and Barnston, 2007). We did neither
detect significant ENSO correlations with rainfall in West Africa nor the Sahel (Biasutti, 2019), except for July rain in Burkina Faso
which shows a moderate negative correlation.
In contrast, rainfall in Central Africa is primarily negatively correlated to ENSO during several months of the year. As a conse
quence, discharge of the Congo River is also negatively correlated with ENSO (Amarasekera et al., 1997). An ENSO dipole occurs in
May with a positive ENSO correlation in Cameroon and a negative correlation in DR Congo (Fig. 3). The complexity of arguments for
ENSO influence on rainfall in the region was already pointed out by Balas et al. (2007) and Dezfuli and Nicholson (2013).
Negative ENSO correlations in March of Angola and Zambia are associated with a rainfall lag of 5 months, and the correlations in
July of Angola and DR Congo with lags of 10 and 6 months, respectively (Fig. S5, Table S10). There is no instantaneous response of
rainfall to ENSO in these regions and months. We have also explored longer lag times of up to 36 months. The only case in which this
resulted in a significant improvement was June rainfall of Equatorial Guinea which shows a moderate negative correlation with ENSO
with a lag of -27, whilst lags up to 11 months did not yield a convincing relationship.
We confirmed earlier results that austral summer rainfall in southern Africa is negatively correlated with ENSO (Funk et al., 2018;
Hoell et al., 2015, 2017; Kane, 2009; Mason and Goddard, 2001). December rainfall in South Africa is moderately negatively correlated
with ENSO and rain in Lesotho even strongly negatively correlated (Fig. 3). The choice of longer lags of up to 36 months does not bring
further improvement for ENSO correlation indices, except for the Comoros in March (r= -0.40 with lag -36, no correlation with shorter
lags up to 11 months).
Several authors have reported negative ENSO correlations with rainfall in Morocco, northwest Algeria and Tunisia (Knippertz et al.,
2003b; Meddi et al., 2010; Ouachani et al., 2013; Rodó et al., 1997; Zeroual et al., 2016). We did not detect any significant ENSO
correlation within the chosen 11 months lag time window (Fig. S5). Inspired by Ouachani et al. (2013) who reported time lags of 2
years between ENSO signal and rain in Northwest Africa, we have experimented with lag times of up to 36 months. This indeed
produced moderate negative correlations, although just for the dry boreal summer month of August with insignificant total rainfall (e.
g. Morocco -0.44, lag -35; Algeria -0.40, lag -33; Tunisia -0.41, lag -21). Also other studies struggled to document significant ENSO
correlations in Northwest Africa (e.g. Bougara et al., 2020), most likely because the coupling between ENSO and rain has repeatedly
weakened over a few decades (Knippertz et al., 2003b). Clearly, the key driver of winter rainfall in the region is the NAO, whilst IOD
plays a role for rainfall during the summer months (Fig. 3).
6.6. SUN
In agreement with previous studies highlighting a solar influence on African rainfall (e.g. Ait Brahim et al., 2018; Alexander et al.,
2007; Gachari et al., 2014; van Loon et al., 2004), we identified moderate to strong solar correlations with rainfall in at least some
locations in many months of the year, except during April, September and November (Fig. 3). The strongest solar correlations occur in
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Ethiopia in February, in Kenya and Burundi in June, and in Botswana in July. These are all low rainfall months, suggesting that strong
solar influence in these cases controls rare rain showers in the dry season. Cross wavelets for February rain in Ethiopia correspondingly
show a distinct 11 year cyclicity across the entire time series (Fig. 5).
More moderate solar correlations were also found in the high rainfall season, namely for a large area in Northwest Africa in
February and in Botswana in February (Fig. 3). In some months the solar correlations are regionally overlapping or adjacent to NAO
correlations, e.g. in East Africa in January, or in Northwest Africa in February (Fig. 3). In our study we allowed lags up to 66 months (in
explorative time series plots up to 120 months) in order to account for the sinusoidal nature of the 11 year solar Schwabe cycle, nontrivial phase relationships, and delayed solar-forced rainfall response. The identified solar correlations are characterized by a diverse
range of lags, reflecting multi-year response delays and/or complex phase relationships. In some cases, relative amplitudes of solar
signal and rainfall anomaly match best, when considering long lags of ~9 years (e.g. Ethiopia in February, Namibia in September)
(Figs. S12). Very rarely, optimal solar correlations involve zero lag relationships, e.g. in the Central African Republic in December
(Fig. S6). In some cases there are both significant positive and negative solar correlations for lags shifted by a half cycle (e.g. DR Congo
in December, East Africa in June, Namibia in October) (Fig. S21) due to the nearly sinusoidal nature of the solar Schwabe cycle.
As stated in the theoretical section 3.6 and backed up with comprehensive literature, solar activity influences most oceanic modes
of variability and is therefore likely to contribute indirectly in a non-linear way to changes in African rainfall. Our exemplary and
explorative cross wavelet analysis in Fig. 5 supports this notion: In every potential oceanic driver, a temporally intermittent common
oscillatory period of roughly 10–12 years between oceanic driver and rainfall is seen. It suggests that a physical cause oscillating with
the common significant period might intermittently influence the oceanic oscillation, which in turn drives the rainfall. Since in all six
pictures, the intermittently significant common power has a period of roughly about 10–12 years, part of the cause might be the sun.
However, more research is needed on this topic.
6.7. Mid-term forecasting potential
Based on the empirical relationships mapped out in this contribution and reported in the literature, rainfall prognoses in Africa can
be attempted based on three main pillars. Firstly, a large number of established correlations involve a delayed rainfall response with
regards to their potential drivers. This offers forecasting potential with an advance notice of the respective time lag, once the value of
the potential driver has been measured.
Secondly, several modes of climate variability are now being forecast one month to more than a year ahead, e.g. ENSO (He et al.,
2019; Petersik and Dijkstra, 2020), NAO (Dunstone et al., 2016; Scaife et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017b), and IOD
(Lim and Hendon, 2017). These forecasts allow rainfall prognoses also for relationships in which potential drivers and rainfall are
instantaneously coupled, without time lags.
Thirdly, rainfall prognoses are possible based on quasi-cyclical potential drivers such as the ~60 year periods of AMO (Kerr, 2000;
Ting et al., 2014) and PDO (e.g. Easterbrook, 2016) as well as the 11 year cyclicity of the solar Schwabe cycle (e.g. Hamid and
Marzouk, 2018; Hathaway and Upton, 2016). This group of forecasts involves time horizons of several years or in the case of AMO and
PDO even of a few decades, although only with coarser, multi-year resolution. The expected decline of the AMO in the coming years
(Hermanson et al., 2014; Keenlyside et al., 2008; Klöwer et al., 2014; Sutton and Dong, 2012) will most likely reduce the amount of
rainfall in the Sahel, similar as in the 1960s-80 s (Berntell et al., 2018; Zhang and Delworth, 2006). However, correlations can be
non-stationary. It is therefore always necessary to verify on time series or in shorter-term Pearson correlations that the established
long-term relationship is currently valid, or whether the correlation has recently flipped or failed. Due to these variations,
empirically-driven rainfall prognoses can be made with a certain probability, but never with full certainty.
Explaining and forecasting are two different aims in research (Toulmin, 1961). In contrast to the attempt to establish structural
relationships, as in the present research, for forecasting monthly rainfall the unsmoothed time series of both precipitation and potential
driver should be used. As an example, Fig. S19 shows that even if the unsmoothed data do not fully capture the amplitude of pre
cipitation, resulting in lower r-values, they mimic the variability from year to year with astonishing accuracy.
6.8. Limitations and outlook
Correlation coefficients presented here refer to the period 1901–2017, therefore averaging over a more than a century long time
span during which phase relationships between rainfall and the potential driver may have changed. In cases of non-stationary cor
relations, the Pearson r values depend on the chosen time period. Furthermore, some correlations can only be detected when time lags
are taken into consideration. More sophisticated statistical methods like cross wavelets, multiple linear regression including lagoptimization, or path analysis will be necessary in order to detect second-order relationships. In our approach we have chosen to
smooth the data in order to better detect decadal and multidecadal trends. The detection of higher frequency, interannual variability
requires the use of unfiltered data for which we provide statistical results in Supplement Tables S1, S3, S5, S7, S9, S11 and S20.
7. Conclusions
• African rainfall shows significant year-to-year natural fluctuations that in part are linked to teleconnections associated with modes
of variability in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. Several of these relations have already been documented in the literature, e.
g. the link between the AMO and Sahel rains, the connection between the NAO and Moroccan precipitation, as well as the influence
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•
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of the IOD on the short rain season in East Africa. The present paper provides the first continent-wide analysis of the influence of six
potential climatic drivers of natural variability, namely AMO, NAO, IOD, PDO, ENSO, and solar activity changes on African rainfall.
On a month-by-month basis, we calculated Pearson r values for smoothed monthly rainfall data of 49 African countries over the
period 1901–2017 with the six potential climatic drivers. In the search for the best correlations we allowed time lags of up to 11
months for each potential driver (66 months for solar activity). The lag-optimized Pearson coefficients were regionally mapped out
across Africa separately for each of the 12 months of the year.
For each of the five oceanic climate drivers, we found specific temporal and geographical patterns of influence on rainfall vari
ability. The monthly approach was particularly suited to capture the dynamic of this influence over the year.
We showed further that solar activity influences rainfall in a linear way in smaller-scale regions during certain seasons with
extraordinary strength. An explorative wavelet analysis revealed that the solar Schwabe cycle left its imprint in the spectra of all
five ocean cycles. This points to second-order relationships that require further research.
Whilst our study is based on statistical correlations, we do not interpret our r values as indicators of direct causal physical effects.
Future investigations will have to thoroughly analyze the meteorological processes behind the correlations in order to physically
validate these teleconnections and integrate and replicate them in climate models.
Our empirical results may help to further improve short- to midterm rainfall prognoses in Africa and provide important calibration
data for the continuous improvement of climate models. A better understanding of African rainfall variability and potential natural
drivers would help to better prepare African societies for anticipated droughts and floods by taking early precautionary action.
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